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Abstract— In this paper, various acceleration methods for 
field computations using graphical processing units (GPU’s) are 
discussed.  An examination is performed on various routines and 
algorithms common in field computations, such as iterative 
solvers (FDTD) and matrix solvers (FEM/MoM), and their 
applicability and performance are tested using GPU 
implementations. The results are compared against current CPU 
only methods and acceleration is analyzed. Sample results are 
presented and shown to agree with known solutions while 
maintaining various degrees of acceleration. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years, developments in the field of graphic 
processing units (GPU’s) for video cards have vastly outpaced 
their general central processing unit (CPU) counterparts. The 
result has been the development of extremely efficient 
processors for the calculation and display of high quality 3-D 
graphics. Recently programming tools have been developed 
that let users harness the power of the GPU for general 
programming use [1]. The GPU offers tremendous 
opportunities as the majority of operations performed in the 
graphics calculations are done as vector algebra. This allows 
the GPU when placed in a general programming environment 
to become a very powerful vector co-processor for the 
computer [2].  

The current generation of GPU’s while operating at a 
slower clock speed than most CPU’s, perform vector 
operations at vastly superior rates. Due to vastly larger bus 
and register sizes and extremely faster bus speeds, data can be 
processed and transferred inside the GPU orders of magnitude 
faster than inside the CPU. Examination of various field 
computation routines that take advantage of these traits is 
presented.  

II. GPU DETAILS 

This section will present relevant details about the GPU 
itself and programming methods required to utilize it inside 
common programming languages [3]. It is necessary to 
present some detail about the operation of the GPU, the 
methods of transferring data, and the mathematical processes 
available with it in order to fully utilize the GPU.   

A generic methodology will be presented that will 
illustrate the proper use and terminology of programming 
GPU’s. Examples will be shown using the Brook GPU 
language extension to C [4]. 

 
 

III. RESULTS 

First, the GPU based algorithms will be verified against 
known solvers for a variety of situations. Results will be 
presented to show both the validity and accuracy of the GPU 
algorithms. Second, results will be presented on the speed of 
the GPU based algorithms as compared to their CPU only 
counterparts [5]. Excellent agreement has been observed 
between known CPU solvers and their GPU based 
counterparts [6]. 

In the case of iterative solvers, both a two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional FDTD solver has been implemented on the 
GPU. The accuracy of these solvers has been verified against 
known CPU based solvers and have achieved speed gains of 
45 times faster for two-dimensional FDTD and 10 times faster 
for three-dimensional FDTD [6]. 

Preliminary results for GPU matrix solving routines are 
showing moderate speed gains over CPU based solvers. The 
results vary depending upon the matrix size and the solver 
type. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented efficient use of graphical 
programming units to accelerate the solution of various field 
computations. Results show that the use of GPU’s in iterative 
solvers increased the speed of solutions over an order of 
magnitude faster. Results also show that various matrix 
solving routines can also see improvements in speed by 
utilizing the power of the GPU. 
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